Change the world while doing the best work of your life

OCTOBER 2020

TENURE-TRACK APPOINTMENT

UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA
FACULTY OF NURSING
The Faculty of Nursing is seeking outstanding researchers and educators for tenure-track positions. Specifically, we are looking for doctorally prepared, mid-level career faculty members that can bring expertise to teaching and research. We are particularly interested in receiving applications from academics who are seeking opportunities to develop a strong program of interventional research and enhance their teaching expertise in the following areas:

- Aging – seniors care, aging well, dementia care, etc.
- Simulation, Teaching, Learning, Curricular studies
- Global Health – migrant health, vulnerable populations

We encourage applications from Indigenous scholars, as well as those fluent in French as the Faculty has a French/English bilingual undergraduate program. In addition, we encourage applicants with experience in curriculum development. See full advertisement at www.ualberta.ca/nursing/careers

Work in our world-class healthcare facilities at Edmonton Clinic Health Academy, and enjoy the vibrancy of life in Edmonton
LIVING IN EDMONTON

The City of Edmonton is a vibrant northern Canadian city, alive with energy and opportunity. Lose yourself in the Northern Lights, explore our 30 annual festivals, and experience the beauty of this Canadian treasure.
Edmonton’s river valley boasts parks and trails spanning the North Saskatchewan River that winds through the heart of the city. The Edmonton River Valley is the largest urban park in North America, almost 22 times larger than New York City’s Central Park. Over 150 km of trails provide endless opportunities to explore the great outdoors.

Often called the “Festival City,” Edmonton is a global festival powerhouse with over 30 festivals throughout the year.

Learn more at exploreedmonton.com
As a new faculty member, you will join one of the top nursing faculties in Canada. Ranked as the second-best nursing Faculty in Canada by QA World University Rankings, and first in program reputation by MacLean’s Magazine, we play a leading role in the education of tomorrow’s nurses. As the largest nursing faculty in the country, we are one of only six in Canada to offer a full range of undergraduate and graduate degree programs.

Visit us at www.nursing.ualberta.ca to learn more about the Faculty of Nursing including our Canada Research Chairs and Research Areas of Excellence.

Join a team of researchers ranked number one in Canada for research reputation by MacLean’s magazine in 2020 and number one in Canada for program reputation in 2021.
The University of Alberta Faculty of Nursing is one of the largest nursing faculties in the country, and unique as the only Canadian member of the National Hartford Centers for Gerontological Nursing Excellence. We have more doctorally-prepared faculty members than any other school in the west.

As a trailblazer in Canadian nursing education, we implemented the first Master of Nursing program in Western Canada in 1975, and began the first fully-funded Nursing PhD program in Canada in 1991.

Join our world-leading Faculty to do cutting-edge work that’s changing the face of global health.